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phvsical substances as ectoplasm—are rarely if
ever produced, at Spiritualist meetings Some
saj. that the most probable explanation for this
is that too many fraudulent mediums have been
caught out and publicly exposed for the profes
eion to be worth the risks The movement
today which still has a large and often -uticu
late following now concentrates on the less
controversial areas of mental medlumship
clairvoyance and the like or on the very wide
spread practice of spirit healing Where
people are not deliberately deluded by bogus
mediums acting for monetary reward (a practice
which largely died out with the death oi
ectoplasm) Spiritualism probably has an 1m
portant role to play in the life of many people
whose happiness has been removed by the death
of a much loved relative or spouse It certainly
does not deserve the violent attacks that aie
often made on it by orthodox clergy who allege
that Spiritualists are communicating not with
the souls of the departed but with the devil or
his emissaries To many people today belief in
the devil would be looked upon as somewhat
odder than belief in the survival of the indivi
dual spirit after death.
State and Man Most of the early civilisations
such as those of Egypt and Babylonia were
theocratic that is to say they were arranged in
a hierarchy with at the peak a king who was
also an incarnation of the god Iseedless to say
m such circumstances there was no loom
for philosophising about the nature of the state
and the relationship which ought to exist be
tween state ind citizens As usual we have
to turn to ancient Greece for the beginnings of
thought about this problem We do so as
briefly as possible since in general it is only the
later philosophers whose work has much con
temporary interest and in any case most
people today realise that the political philosophy
of a particular time is bound to reflect the
actual conditions prevailing then and as such
is of mainly theoretical interest today
The Greel Approach The early pre Socratic
philosophers Democntus and the Pythagorean
school for example held that the individual
should subordinate himself to the whole they
had no doubt that the citizen s first duty was
to the state The Greeks until the time of
Plato were not reiuy thinking rn terms of tndivi
dual rights nor had they given much thought
to what form the state should take—taey
simply accepted It The first great attempt to
describe the ideal state is to be found in Plato s
The Republic which is referred to elsewhere (see
Education) His pupil Anstotle did not try to
form a Utopia but made many comments on the
nature of government Thus while agreeing
that the state was more Important than any
individual person he distinguished between
good and bad states and pointed out that to
the extent that the state does not enable its
citizens to lead virtuous and useful lives it is
evil A good constitution must recognise the
inequalities between human beings and confer
on them rights according to their abilities
among these inequalities are those of personal
ability property birth and status as freeman
or slave The best forms of rule were monarchy
aristocracy and democracy the worst forms—
tyranny oligarchy (or rule of a powerful few)
and ochlocracy (or mob rule) The later Greek
thinkers of Hellenistic times held two opposed
points of view The Epicureans (q v ) taught
that all social life is based upon self interest and
we become members of a group for our own con
venience therefore there aie no absolute rights
and laws—what is good is what members decide
at that time to be good and when they change
their minds the law must change too Injustice
is not an evil in any god given sense we behave
justly simply because if injustice became the
general rule we ourselves should suffer The
Stoics (a v) on the other hand held that the
state must dominate the individual completely
and everyone must carry out first and foremost
his social duties and be willing to sacrifice every
thing for it but the state of the Stoica was no
narrowly national one but one that strove to
become a universal brotherhood
The Christian Ayyroaeh The orthodox
Christian view is expressed in St Augustine s
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book The City of God Here it is held that the
church as the worldly incarnation of the City
of God is to be oupreme over the state and the
head of the church, is to be supreme over
secular rulers In addition it must be recos
nised that whilst the secular ruler can make
mistakes the church does not since it is the
representative of God s kingdom on earth
The Secular State During the Benaissance
(9 v) people began to think for themselves
and the results of their cogitations were not
always pleasant for it was during this time
that many rulers petty and otherwise were seek
ing absolute authority Two notable thinkers
at this stage were Niccolo Machuvelh (1469-
1527) m Italy and Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679)
m England where of course the Eenaissance
arrived later m history Both supported
absolute monarchy igainst the former donuua
tion of the church The name of Machiavelli
has become a by word for any behaviour that
is cunning and unscrupulous but he was not
really as bad as he is usually painted It is
indeed true that in his book Zhe Pnnce he
showed m the greatest detail the methods by
which a ruler could gain absolute control and
destroy civic freedom but this despotism was
intended as merely a necessary intermediate
stage towards his real idea which was a free
united Italian nation wholly independent of
the church Hobbes was a materialist whose
thesis was that man is naturally a ferocious
animal whose basic impulse is war and pillage
and the destruction of whatever stands in hu
way to Oain his desires But if he allowed him
self to behave m this way his life would be
nasty brutish and short so he creates a
society m which he voluntarily gives up many
of his rights and hands them over to a powerful
ruler m his own interest But having done
this he must obey even when the ruler is nn
just is he has no right to complain because
anything is better than a return to his natural
state J?he religion of the king must be the
religion of the people and the only things no
ruler has the right to do is to cause a, man to
commit suicide or murder or to make him con
fess to a crime
Vieus of Locke Isive and Let Lwe John
Locke (1632-1704) disagreed with these views
Man is naturally peaceful and co operative and
therefore social life comes readily to him He
sets up an authority in order to preserve the
group and that is why laws are made but the
function of the state is strictly limited to main
taimng the public good and beyond this men
are to be left free Therefore absolute power
and the doctrine of the Divine Eight of Kings
were wrong because power ultimately rests with
the people who have the right to make and
break governments It is also wrong that those
who make the laws should be able to execute
them This is the important British doctrine
of the separation of powers between the legisla
ture and the executive which m Britain and
America is regarded as one of the bases of
democracy
Rousseau s Social Docbnne The only other
views we need consider here are those of
Jean Jacoues Eonsseau (1712-78) and Herbert
Spencer (1820-1603) smce the views of the two
important intervening figures Hegel and Karl
Marx are dealt with elsewhere (see Dialectical
Materialism) and after Spencer we come to a
stage where political philosophy begins to
merge with sociology and the social sciences
Eousseau is a puzzling figure On the one
hand he has been hailed as the prophet of free
dom and on the other as the father of modern
totalitarianism His bookSowaZ Contract (1762)
begins with the words Man is born free and
everywhere he is in chains He says that he
is in favour not merely of democracy but of
direct democracy rn which everyone has to give
his assent to all measures as in the Greek city
states and in Geneva of which city he was a
citizen (This method is still in force in respect
of some measures in the Swiss cantons)
Natural society is based on a social contract
or mutual agreement and Bousseau speaks of a
return to nature which would ensure the
sovereignty of the people at all tunes Thus
far he seems to agree with Locke but soon we

